Leite Creations Launches “The Be Bold Collection” of Digital Prints & More
on January 1st
Artist Anita Leite-Sandner and her ever-growing online shop Leite Creations has not had a difficult time
winning over loyal shoppers. In exciting news, the New Year brings with it their latest line “The Be Bold
Collection”, showcasing adventurous prints, apparel, and gifts.
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Starting 2019 off with the right things to help keep a
positive state of mind and inspired looks like it is going
to be easier than ever. Artist and photographer the
ultra-creative Anita Leite-Sander of Leite Creations is
stepping up to help, celebrating the January 1st, 2019
launch of her new “The Be Bold Collection” intended
to motivate, inspire, and deliver infectious positive
energy. The new collection has been being looked to
by Leite Creations' fans with a great deal of
enthusiasm.
“It's time to be adventurous,” commented LeiteSander. “None of us want to live a boring life, day in
and day out. Our new collection is designed to help
push people forward and out of their comfort zone
into a world packed with fun, opportunity, and even
romance!”
According to the online shop, “The Be Bold Collection” is highlighted by digital prints, canvas, tote
bags, backpacks, one piece swimsuits, bikinis, duvets, pencil skirts, jewelry, and mugs. All made with
an intense eye to detail and carrying the message of both Leite Creations in general and the new
collection in particular. Leite-Sander's past collections have won praise and this may be the most
impressive yet.
The online shop is currently offering a 20% discount code to anyone who joins their email list by filling
out a quick form on the Leite Creations website.
Feedback for past collections has been completely positive.
Jason S., from New York, recently said in a five-star review, “I need some inspirational photos in my
office and in my room where people make sales calls to help keep their spirits high. I ordered from
Leite Creations and everything I received was totally perfect. I will be ordering from their next
collection for sure.”
For more information be sure to visit https://leitecreation.com.

About Leite Creation
Leite Creations was established mid-2017, by Anita Leite-Sandner. This company provides products for
the individual, their home or office. The products featured by Leite Creations are, but not limited to
Photographs, Digital Art, Quotes and Photo Gifts of high-quality, backed up by very attentive customer
service.
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